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Disclaimer:
THIS SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITH NO WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT, FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
OR ANY WARRANTY OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF ANY PROPOSAL, SPECIFICATION OR SAMPLE.
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE PROMOTERS (Intel Corporation, NEC Corporation, Dell Computer Corporation,
Data General Corporation, International Business Machines Corporation, Silicon Graphics, Inc., and Compaq
Computer Corporation) DISCLAIM ALL LIABILITY FOR COST OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES, LOST PROFITS,  LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF DATA OR ANY INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,
DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER UNDER CONTRACT, TORT, WARRANTY OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF USE OR RELIANCE UPON THIS SPECIFICATION OR ANY
INFORMATION HEREIN.

The Promoters disclaim all liability, including liability for infringement of any proprietary rights, relating to use of
information in this specification. No license, express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise, to any intellectual
property rights is granted herein.

This specification and the information herein is the confidential and trade secret information of the Promoters.
Use, reproduction and disclosure of this specification and the information herein is subject to the terms of the
S.S.I. Specification Adopter's Agreement.

Copyright  Intel Corporation, NEC Corporation, Dell Computer Corporation, Data General Corporation, International Business Machines
Corporation, Silicon Graphics, Inc., and Compaq Computer Corporation, 1999.

I2C is a trademark of Philips Semiconductors.

I2C is a two-wire communications bus/protocol developed by Philips.  Implementations of the I2C bus/protocol may require licenses from
various entities, including Philips Electronics N.V. and North American Philips Corporation.

*  Third party brands and names are the property of their respective owners.
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1 Purpose
The Entry-level Electronics-Bay Specification is intended to define a server computer baseboard form factor and
electronics bay (hereafter called E-Bay) that addresses industry issues in the design of entry-level servers today
and in the future.  These issues are primarily the ability to fit a baseboard, rich in features, into a chassis and have
that chassis deliver adequate power and cooling.  This specification is intended to encompass full-AT–sized
boards with ATX-style I/O connectors, power and signal connectors, and available mounting holes.  It also
provides design suggestions for thermal management and electromagnetic interference containment.

The Entry SSI E-Bay chassis, built to comply with this specification, provides the flexibility to produce a wide
range of platforms with different feature sets that support a wide range of applications.

2 Conceptual Overview
The Entry Server E-Bay specification is an evolution of the ATX specification and was created to address the
following major areas:

• Enhanced interchangeability and availability of chassis components will reduce time to market.

• Better support for current and future processor, chipset, and memory technologies.

• Reduced material, manufacturing, and development costs.

• Support for the unique requirements of server systems.

• Defined power connectors that are optimized for higher power, and controls that are required by servers to
allow for remote manageability of the system.

• Defined volume restrictions and airflow strategies that simplify chassis design, eliminate interference
problems, and ensure proper cooling.  The result is more reliable systems and chassis options for the end-
user.

• Standardization between the E-Bay and compliant power supplies through compatible power connectors.

• Flexibility to allow OEMs to differentiate and add value.
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3 Definitions / Terms / Acronyms

Table 1:  Definitions, Terms, and Acronyms

E-Bay The volume and mechanical interface required within a chassis to support a
standard baseboard unit containing the processor, chipset, graphics, graphics
controller, and memory.

ATX A specification for mechanical and electrical characteristics of personal
computers including power supply connectors and voltages, baseboard layout
and mounting, I/O port access, and limitations on chassis feature size and
location.

Peripheral Bay A mechanical structure within a chassis designed to hold floppy disk drives,
hard disk drives, tape drives, CD-ROM units, or similar devices.

AT Industry-standard baseboard form factor measuring 12.0 inches × 13.0 inches.

CFM Cubic Feet per Minute.

LFM Linear Feet per Minute.

RDRAM Direct Rambus† DRAM (RDRAM).

VSB Standby Voltage.

I2C† bus Inter Integrated Circuit bus.  Simple two-wire bidirectional serial bus developed
by Philips for an independent communications path between embedded ICS
on printed circuit boards and subsystems.  The I2C bus is used on and
between system boards for internal boards for internal system management
and diagnostic functions.

SC242 242-pin contact slot connector formerly known as “Slot 1.”

SC330 330-pin contact slot connector formerly known as “Slot 2.”

EMI Electromagnetic Interference.

EMC Electromagnetic Interference Compatibility.

IPMI Intelligent Platform Management Interface.

IPMB Intelligent Platform Management Bus Communications Protocol.

ICMB Intelligent Chassis Management Bus.
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4 General
This specification defines a recommended entry E-Bay form factor.  The entry E-Bay has been adapted from the
AT and ATX form factors and is intended to enhance support for current and future processors, PCI expansion
boards, and advanced memory requirements.

4.1 E-Bay Overview

E-Bay can be defined as a volume for the baseboard that includes processors, memory, PCI expansion boards,
and all of the larger components residing on the baseboard.  A chassis manufacturer using the dimensions of this
volume as minimums can be sure that his enclosure will contain any Entry SSI-compliant baseboards using these
same dimensions as maximums.  The volume is to accommodate present and future processors, memory or
memory expansion boards, and adapter boards within certain areas of the platform.  The dimensions of this
E-Bay are based on the standard AT board dimensions, 12 inches × 13 inches.  These dimensions are the
minimum size necessary to provide sufficient space for the processor, chipsets, and memory requirements that
define entry server products.

 The E-Bay specification defines these major features:

• Mounting hole dimensions

• ATX-compliant I/O aperture and dimensions that define its location

• Thermal requirements

• Power supply connector pinout

• Front panel connector pinout

• Hot-plug PCI connector
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5 Entry E-Bay Requirements

5.1 Available Mounting Holes

STATUS

Required

The Entry E-Bay conforms to the full-sized AT outline that is the basis for this specification and should support the
mounting holes shown in Figure 1.  A server board may possibly use the smaller ATX outline and ATX 2.03
mounting that is compatible with the mounting locations shown in Figure 1.  Some AT-sized boards use just a few
or all of the mounting holes from this specification, as well as one or more of the AT, Baby AT, or ATX 2.03 holes.
For this reason, chassis manufacturers must make all possible mounting points available with removable
standoffs.  This will accommodate baseboards that use varying circuit elements rather than mounting holes, or
use other board mounting techniques that do not require mounting holes at all.

In Figure 1, the unlabeled hole closest to the upper left-hand corner of the drawing (coordinates .9, 11.1) is offset
from the other holes for clearance to the Accessible I/O Connector Area (per the ATX 2.03 specification).  A
chassis that also has a mounting location next to this hole for AT-style boards must have both standoffs
removable for those baseboards that only use one hole and have circuit elements within the other location.  The
hole shown in Figure 1 is supported by this specification.

The datum for the baseboard is the same mounting hole referenced in the ATX 2.03 specification.  The reference
PCI connector is placed exactly where the ATX 2.03 specification locates the uppermost connector.  This
relationship allows compatibility between true ATX-style boards, and SSI Entry-level platforms.

Figure 1 shows the available, standard hole-pattern for the entry baseboards.  Figure 1 represents a baseboard
using 32-bit PCI connectors evenly spaced at .800 inch.

Figure 2 represents an entry baseboard using 64-bit PCI connectors, evenly spaced at .960 inch for Hot-Swap
PCI expansion boards.

NOTE
The hole-pattern shown must be supported, in its entirety, by the compliant SSI entry chassis.  The
compliant SSI baseboard has the option of using any of these supported mounting locations, but cannot
add any holes not specifically noted in Figure 1.

When 64-bit PCI connectors are used, holes D or E become unusable.  In this case hole C should be used.

Holes B1, B2, and B3 should be used with the Pentium® III Xeon™ processor retention module. In this
case hole A1 can be omitted.

The hole marked F is optional if hole E is present.

For details about the retention module, see this Web site:

http://developer.intel.com/design/wrkstn/drm/index.htm
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 Figure 1:  Available Baseboard Mounting Holes Supported by the Chassis

 Figure 1 Notes:

Holes B1, B2, and B3 are designated for use only with Pentium III Xeon processors.

Holes D and/or E may be removed when 64-bit PCI connectors cause contention.

Hole C can be used in lieu of holes D and E when 64-bit PCI connectors are used.

Holes A1, A2, and A3 are optional for full-sized AT-style baseboards when holes B1, B2, and B3 are used.

Hole H has been added for subplate implementations.
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 Figure 2:  Baseboard Using 64-bit PCI Connectors
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5.2 Core Subplate Definition

STATUS
Recommended

Future processor designs will bring different mechanical mounting schemes and challenges.  It may not be
possible or desirable to require that all baseboard designs locate the processors in the same, exact location.
However, it is relatively certain that dual processor designs will need local, structural support by the chassis itself,
and system designers should plan for this.

The core subplate concept allows baseboard vendors the freedom to locate core components (processors,
chipset, graphics, graphics controller, and memory) without the restrictions of supporting predefined mounting
holes in the core area.  Six holes are reserved in the chassis for mechanical fastening of the subplate to the
chassis (Figure 3).  These six chassis holes should be able to support hardware that accepts a #6-32 screw.  The
baseboard design can then locate and support additional baseboard mounting through the subplate design
wherever the designer deems necessary.  The six holes are available for use by the subplate design and are
intended to add flexibility to varying designs.  The use of four of these mounting points by the subplate should
suffice for most designs.

For standardization between chassis, baseboards, and subplate designs, a standard clearance is required of
.390 inch between the chassis and the baseboard.  For a sample subplate design, see Section 7, “Appendix B:
Example of a Core Subplate.”

 Figure 3:  Plate-to-Chassis Mounting for the Core Subplate Design
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5.3 Connector Placement

STATUS

Recommended

Table 2 lists recommended connector locations.  Refer to Figures 1 through 5 for approximate connector
placement.

Although this specification provides recommendations, the exact location of the connectors is left to the judgment
of the baseboard designer and the system integrator.

Table 2:  Connector Locations

Feature Status Comments

Power connector locations Recommended Along right-hand side of baseboard in core area;
see Figure 4.

Fan connectors Recommended

(Recommend 8 total;
minimum of 6 required)

One located near each processor; the balance are
located along the right-hand side of baseboard.

Memory connectors Recommended Within core area; see Figure 4.

Memory riser connector Recommended Located in place of uppermost PCI Connector.

See Section 5.15, “Baseboard Mechanical Mounting
of Memory Riser Boards.”

Processor location Recommended Within core area; see Figure 4.

Front panel connector(s) Recommended Along right-hand side of baseboard in core area.

Chassis Intrusion Connector(s) Recommended Lower left expansion board area.

IDE Connector(s) Recommended Along right-hand side of expansion board area.

SCSI Connector(s) Recommended Along right-hand side of expansion board area.

IPMB Connector(s) Recommended Along right-hand side of expansion board area.

ICMB Recommended Along right-hand side of expansion board area.

Voltage Regulation Module(s) Recommended Within core area; see Figure 4.

Floppy Disk Drive Connector Recommended Along right-hand side of expansion board area.

CAUTION
Because of system cabling issues, it is undesirable to place IDE and SCSI connectors within the expansion
board area, unless they are placed along the right-hand side of the board.  Furthermore, any ribbon-cable
connector should be placed between PCI slots in such a way that the cables do not interfere with long PCI
boards.  Ribbon cables should be placed so they do not block the air-moving devices.
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5.4 Volume Constraints

STATUS

Required

Figure 4 shows the minimum outer dimensions of the E-Bay and the height above the baseboard that must
remain clear of chassis features.  The keepout height of the core area (processor, chipset, memory) takes into
consideration the optional use of a memory riser card, and specifically SC242, Socket W, Socket F, and IA-64
processor.  Memory riser cards may not exceed the 4.51-inch keepout zone; such cards must therefore comply
with the keepout zone shown in Figures 4 and 5.

This core area keepout zone differs from the ATX specification.  Overhanging peripherals (such as CD-ROM
drives, floppy disk drives, and hard disk drives) and chassis features must not intrude on the entire keepout area.
Figure 5 shows a three-dimensional representation of the required keepout area.  The expansion board area
keepout height is designed around PCI expansion boards, which are supported in the PC 99 System Design
Guide.

NOTE
The 4.51-inch height does not account for baseboard thickness or clearance under the baseboard.  A
recommended minimum clearance of .390-inch provides enough clearance for the core subplate design.

 Figure 4:  Baseboard Maximum Height Restrictions
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 Figure 5:  Three-dimensional Representation of Baseboard Maximum Height Restrictions

 Figure 5 Note:

For height restrictions for a baseboard with a Pentium III Xeon processor, see Figure 6.

5.5 Electronics Bay Cooling

STATUS

Recommended

As thermal demands increase in today's computer systems, it becomes necessary to manage both the internal
chassis temperature and the airflow to the Core Logic components (processor, chipset, graphics, graphics
controller, and memory).  To meet the increased thermal demands, more heat sinks or increased air velocities are
required for cooling the Core Logic components.

To evacuate the highest possible heat, good system airflow is critical.  Airflow is determined by the size and
number of fans, vents, and ducts along with their placement in relation to the components and the airflow
channels within the system.  Also, acoustic noise constraints may limit the size and/or types of fans, vents, and
ducts that can be used in a particular design.

To develop a reliable, cost-effective thermal solution, all of the above variables must be considered.  Thermal
characterization and simulation should be carried out at the entire system level to account for the thermal
requirements of each component.
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For a zero-airflow restriction inside a computer server, the following relationship is true:

CFM = f (Q/∆T)

This relationship states that the volumetric airflow, CFM, is a function of the actual power dissipated, Q, divided by
the temperature rise, ∆T through the server.

Therefore:

Tables 3 and 4 provide the thermal design power dissipation for the electronics bay.  While the core area
produces the major part of power dissipation, the system designer should also be aware of the power dissipation
produced by the PCI expansion area.  System cooling solutions should design for the highest possible power
dissipation in each zone.  The local maximum ambient temperature and airflow of each zone must be sufficient so
that all component temperature specifications will be met.

Table 3:  Typical Thermal Load for an Entry System

Electronic Bay Volumetric
Description

Typical Thermal
Design (Watts)
approximate values

Rough CFM
Estimate

Processors (2P SC232/330) 100

Memory (4 DIMMs) 32

Chipset 25

Baseboard 11

Total Core 168 30

I/O (3 PCI) 75

NIC 10

RAID 25

Total Watts 280 51
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Table 4:  Maximum Thermal Load

Electronic Bay Volumetric
Description

Maximum Thermal
Design (Watts)
approximate values

Rough CFM
Estimate

Future processors (2P) 180

Memory (8 DIMMs) 64

Chipset 25

VRM (X2) 20

Baseboard 11

Total Core 300 54

I/O (6 PCI) 150

Total Watts 450 81

A rough estimation is made to obtain an approximate value for the volumetric airflow required to cool 450 watts at
altitude, that is, 10,000 feet above sea level.

Q = mdot cp ∆T

Where:

Q is the heat flow

mdot is the mass flow rate of air

cp is the specific heat of air at 10,000 feet

∆T is the temperature rise of air through the system (see note below on temperature rise)

Rewriting this equation yields:

CFM = Q(ρcp∆T)-1

Where:

CFM is the volumetric flow rate of air, ft3/minute

ρ is the density of air at 10,000 feet at the maximum ambient temperature
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NOTE
This equation assumes a maximum temperature rise of 15 degrees Celsius.  An assumption for
temperature rise in computer equipment is generally accepted as 10 or 15 degrees Celsius.  This equation
also does not consider system losses or system hot spots.

Determining LFM within the core area with zero losses would yield unsatisfactory results.  A detailed thermal
analysis is required to understand the effects of temperature rise, pressure loss, and volumetric flow rate onto the
system.

Equation Homework:

CFM = Q/(density (ρ ) * Specific Heat (cp) * Temperature Rise (∆T))

Where:

 Density at 10,000 feet is = .0488 lb/ft3

Specific heat at 10,000 feet = 7.56 W-min/lb-C

Thermal dissipation, Q = given.
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5.6 Volume Constraints, Optional Baseboard Mechanical Mounting for E-Bays Using
the Pentium® III Xeon™ Processor in the SC330 Package

STATUS
Optional

For baseboards using the Pentium III Xeon processor, the keepout height in the core cooling area must increase
to 6.00 inches.  Special mounting requirements are also needed because of the weight of each processor.  It is
highly recommended that the retention module be mounted directly to the chassis or to a core subplate design.

CAUTION
This entry E-Bay volume (maximum height restriction) is an exception for only the Pentium III Xeon
processor, and special care must be taken to prevent interference with peripherals when installed in the
computer chassis.

STATUS
Recommended

 Figure 6:  Three-dimensional Representation of Baseboard Maximum Height Restrictions
 for the Pentium III Xeon Processor
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Figure 7 shows the recommended baseboard mounting scheme for dual Pentium III Xeon processors.  The
keepout area for the processor retention bracket is approximately 6.7 inches × 2.6 inches, which should be
considered a minimum.  For details about the retention module, see
http://developer.intel.com/design/wrkstn/drm/index.htm.

 Figure 7:  Baseboard Mechanical Mounting Zones for the Pentium III Xeon Processor

 Figure 7 Note:

The keepout area for the processor retention bracket is approximately 6.7 inches × 2.6 inches (minimum).
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5.7 Baseboard Electrical Interface Location Requirements
5.7.1 Standard Cutout for Onboard I/O Ports

STATUS

Required

The Entry E-Bay Specification includes the I/O aperture of the ATX 2.03 specification and uses the same
dimensions.  Because the same dimensions are used, a baseboard manufacturer can create just one thin metal
shield for the rear I/O connectors, a shield that works in any chassis that meets this specification.  This chassis-
independent shield closes the E-Bay, except for small openings that allow access to board-mounted connectors
such as, but not limited to, network, serial, parallel, video, and mouse/keyboard.  The shield provides the chassis
shielding and connector grounding that a system requires to meet emissions and susceptibility regulations.
Figure 8 shows the E-Bay aperture.

 Figure 8:  Standard I/O Cutout
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The 0.1-inch keepout zone around the I/O cutout area must be clear and free of paint to allow proper attachment
of the I/O shield.  The chassis sheet metal should not be chemically plated in such a way that the conductive
properties of the steel or aluminum will be significantly inhibited.  Also, the edges of the I/O cutout should not be
rolled, folded, or otherwise modified.  The rear panel thickness must be within 0.036 inch and 0.052 inch, as
previously shown.

When designing a chassis-independent I/O shield, the board vendor is required to provide a standard distance of
0.038 inch ± 0.010 inch between the connector outer face and the inner surface of the chassis wall supporting the
shield.  This distance provides an adequate grounding area for the baseboard connector housings necessary to
eliminate cable EMI.  The AT standard baseboard dimensions for location of the board mounting holes with
respect to the I/O connectors ensure that the connectors fit properly within a chassis that also conforms to the AT
standard.  The ATX and E-Bay specifications use these same dimensions to locate I/O connectors on the
baseboard so that the proper connector-to-chassis distance is maintained (Figure 8).

There is no detailed mounting scheme for the I/O shield within this specification.  Baseboard vendors may
therefore devise their own mounting schemes involving clips or press-fit features.

If more positive mounting components such as screws or studs are required, more chassis modifications are
required.  This limits the number of chassis types available to a system integrator.  For an example of an I/O
shield that is press-fit on all four sides, see Section 6, “Appendix A:  Example of an I/O Shield. ”

5.7.2 Mounting Location for Cable-mounted I/O Connectors

STATUS

Optional

Although not required by this specification, some provision should be made by the chassis designer for a smaller
number of additional connectors to be mounted on the rear surface of the chassis.  Server boards often have
embedded I/O devices such as SCSI and Fibre Channels that some users may want to connect to external
devices.  Short cables with chassis-mount connectors can bring these ports to the outside. If space permits, the
best location for such connectors is between the I/O cutout and the openings for the adapter(s).  This location
helps eliminate possible airflow interference by the internal cables.  Knockouts for typical connectors can be
provided, allowing the system integrator to easily install the required cables.  External connections provided in this
manner usually give better EMI emissions performance than the same connections made by mounting the
connector on a prepunched I/O adapter plate.

5.7.3 Power Connections to Baseboard

STATUS
Required

The power supply connection to the baseboard is an integral part of the E-Bay.  The connection layout is also
incorporated into the Entry Server Power Supply Specification.  Two power connectors are required for
compliance to the Entry-level Electronics-Bay Specification and are diagrammed below.  The main power
connector is leveraged from the ATX specification to provide maximum compatibility with ATX power supplies.
The main power connector pinout (24 pin) allows ATX power supplies to connect to compliant entry E-Bay
baseboards.  The 24-pin connector shroud can accept the 20-pin ATX power connector and is keyed so that the
20-pin ATX power connector can be installed in only one way.  See Figure 9 for graphical representations.

NOTE
Wire color-schemes are optional.
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5.7.3.1 E-Bay Main Power Connector

Mini-Fit, Jr. Header:

• Baseboard connector:  24-pin Molex 39-29-9242 or equivalent

• Power supply connector housing:  24-pin Molex 39-01-2240 or equivalent

• Power supply connector contacts:  Molex 39-00-0038 or equivalent

Table 5:  E-Bay Main Power Connector Layout

Pin Signal 18 AWG Wire Pin Signal 18 AWG Wire

1 +3.3VDC Orange 13 +3.3VDC Orange

2 +3.3VDC Orange 14 -12VDC Blue

3 COM Black 15 COM Black

4 +5VDC Red 16 PS_ON# Green

5 COM Black 17 COM Black

6 +5VDC Red 18 COM Black

7 COM Black 19 COM Black

8 PWR_OK  Gray 20 Res NC

9 5VSB Purple 21 +5VDC Red

10 +12VDC Yellow 22 +5VDC Red

11 +12VDC Yellow 23 +5VDC Red

12 +3.3VDC Orange 24 COM Black
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5.7.3.2 +12 Volt Power Connector

Micro-Fit 3.0 Header

• Baseboard connector:  8-pin Molex 43025-0812 or equivalent

• Power supply connector housing:  8-pin Molex 43025-0800 or equivalent

• Power supply connector contacts:  Molex 43030 or equivalent

Table 6:  E-Bay +12 Volt Power Connector Layout

Pin Signal 22AWG Color Pin Signal 22AWG Color

1 COM Black 5 +12V Yellow

2 COM Black 6 +12V Yellow

3 Reserved White 7 I2C Data White/green
stripe

4 3.3VRS White/brown
stripe

8 I2C Clock White/yellow
stripe

 Figure 9:  SSI Entry Power Connectors
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5.7.3.3 Electrical Specifications

+5 VSB is designated as standby voltage.  The respective DC voltage is present whenever AC power is present.

PS_ON# is an active-low, TTL-compatible signal for controlling the power supply DC outputs:

• When PS_ON# is pulled to TTL low, the DC outputs are enabled.

• When PS_ON# is pulled to TTL high or open-circuited, the DC outputs are disabled (with the exception of
standby voltages).

The PS_ON# signal may be activated either by electronic means or by a mechanical switch.

5.8 Hot-plug PCI Connectors

STATUS
Optional

Centerline-to-centerline spacing between connectors is to be 0.96 inch to maximize the airflow efficiency between
hot-swappable PCI cards.  The 0.96-inch spacing also allows clearance for mechanical partitioning while
providing the maximum number of expansion slots.

The current PCI Specification, revision 2.2, “Chapter 5:  Mechanical Specification,” shows the 32-bit and 64-bit
PCI connectors.  Refer to http://www.pcisig.com/.  Figure 10 shows the 3.3 V 64-bit PCI connector.

The .960-inch spacing between adapter card slots for hot-plug baseboards is established by locating the
uppermost PCI connector, that is, the farthest connector from the standard ATX mounting hole datum.  The pin 1
location of this PCI connector establishes this secondary datum.  The benefits are:

• Entry SSI hot-plug baseboards will have six slots possible (the ATX specification allows seven slots at
.800-inch spacing).

• The baseboard will fit into a mid-range chassis allowing an upgrade path to a mid-range server board
(addition of four slots; up to 10 total) without retooling the chassis.  However, hot-plug connector capability in
the entry SSI segment will require retooling the rear panel to accommodate the .960-inch spacing and the
attachment of LED slot-fault-indicators and slot power-off switches.

 Figure 10:  3.3 V 64-bit PCI Connector Representation

 

5.9 Electromagnetic Interference Considerations

STATUS
Recommended

The Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) performance of a system is determined by the degree of noise
suppression designed into the baseboard and the provisions for electromagnetic interference containment in the
chassis design, including placement of internal subsystems and cables.
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In recent years, marketing requirements have changed for computer servers.  Requirements now call for
compliance to more stringent electromagnetic interference compatibility (EMC) limits such as the CISPR-22
European standard or the U.S. FCC “B” standard.  These more restrictive standards, along with higher processor
and video frequencies, call for additional chassis containment provisions.  The basic design principles have not
changed, but the shorter wavelengths call for more frequent ground contacts and shorter apertures in the chassis
design.

The baseboard needs to tie into the chassis with the lowest electrical impedance possible.  Therefore, the need
for metal standoffs and grounded mounting holes is imperative.  Baseboard mounting features must provide
reliable ground paths to the chassis structure—this is the responsibility of the baseboard designer.

5.10 Front Panel Board Connector

STATUS

Required

The front panel board provides mounting and electrical connection for switches and indicators that are accessible
from the front of the chassis.  Power-on/off and System Reset are examples of switches mounted on the front
panel board that are accessible at the front of the chassis.  Examples of viewable indicators include Power-on and
Disk Activity LEDs.  The baseboard connector should not be shrouded and should not be polarized.  Figure 11
and Table 7 show the pinout.

 Figure 11:  Standard Front Panel Board Connector
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Table 7:  Baseboard / Front Panel Connector Interface

Pin # Description Implementation

1 Power LED Anode +5 VSB

2 Reserved No Connect

3 Key No Connect

4 Fan Fail LED Anode +5 VSB

5 Power LED Cathode Open Collector Low True

6 Fan Fail LED Cathode Open Collector Low True

7 Hard Drive Activity LED Anode +5 Vcc

8 Power Fault LED Anode +5 VSB

9 Hard Drive Activity LED Cathode Open Collector Low True

10 Power Fault LED Cathode Open Collector Low True

11 Power Switch Open Collector Low True

12 NIC Activity LED Anode +5 VSB

13 Power Switch Ground

14 NIC Activity LED Cathode Open Collector Low True

15 Reset Switch Open Collector Low True

16 Reserved—I2C SDA I2C SDA

17 Reset Switch Ground

18 Reserved—I2C SCL I2C SCL

19 ACPI Sleep Switch Open Collector Low True

20 Chassis Intrusion Open Collector Low True

21 ACPI Sleep Switch Ground

22 Reserved—User Defined No Connect

23 NMI to CPU Switch Open Collector Low True

24 Reserved—User Defined No Connect
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5.11 Cooling Fan Pinout

STATUS

Required

Figure 12 shows the standard cooling fan connector pinout.  The connector should be keyed to prevent damage
to the baseboard and fan because of misalignment during insertion.  New baseboard designs should make
provisions for up to eight fan connectors.  Fan-V is the input voltage to the fan.  Fans are expected to have a
+12 V nominal input.

Required baseboard connector:  3-pin AMP 644953-3 or equivalent

 Figure 12:  Cooling Fan Pinout
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5.12 Chassis Intrusion Switch

STATUS

Recommended

Figure 13 shows the standard chassis intrusion switch pinout.  Chassis intrusion may use a number of switches
connected in series so that any switch becoming open is detected as a chassis intrusion.  The switch type is
Normal Open, that is, held in the closed position when the door being monitored is closed.

One end of the series chain is grounded and the other end is pulled up to standby voltage and monitored by the
baseboard management controller.  A chassis intrusion can be detected when the system has been shut down
but A/C power is still available.  Figure 14 demonstrates an example of multiple switches.

Required baseboard connector:  2-pin Foxconn # HF06021-P1 or equivalent

 Figure 13:  Chassis Intrusion Switch Pinout

 Figure 14:  Multiple Chassis Intrusion Switch Example
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5.13 IPMB Header

STATUS

Recommended

The I2C bus is used as the media and physical layer for the Intelligent Platform Management Bus (IPMB).

The bus is used to provide a cabled baseboard connection for value-added features and 3rd-party add-in cards,
such as Emergency Management Cards, that provide management features using the IPMB.

Devices that connect to the “Type B” I2C connector that remains active on standby power must be designed so
that they do not ground out the IPMB when the system is powered down.

Devices that attach to the “Type B” I2C connector must meet the loading specification in Table 8.  This
corresponds to two I2C standard-mode device loads.  Remaining input and output voltage levels and current drive
levels must meet the I2C specification for standard-mode devices on a 5 V I2C bus.  Pin 4 is used as an
addressing pin to allow the system to distinguish between multiple SCSI backplanes.

Required baseboard connector:  4-pin Molex part number 22-44-7041 or equivalent

Table 8:  Type B Connector Device Loading

Parameter Symbol Min. Max. Unit

Input current, per pin (SDA, SCL) Ii -20 20 µA

Capacitance per pin (SDA, SCL) Ci - 20 ρF

Table 9:  IPMB Connector, Type B Pinout

Pin Signal

1 IPMB_SDA

2 GND

3 IPMB_SCL

4 Reserved
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5.14 ICMB Header

STATUS

Recommended

ICMB is an acronym for an Intelligent Chassis Management Bus that runs outside of the server chassis between
separate physical chassis.  Addressing on the Intelligent Chassis Management Bus is separate from the
Intelligent Platform Management Bus.

Required baseboard connector:  4-pin Foxconn part number HF55040-C1 or equivalent

 Figure 15:  ICMB Connector

 

5.15 Baseboard Mechanical Mounting of Memory Riser Boards

STATUS

Recommended

Although a high-end entry SSI server may include an eight-DIMM memory riser board, the system designer would
find it very difficult to mount the board within a variety of compatible entry SSI chassis.  The purpose of this
section is to propose a mounting solution that defines the location of the memory riser board (MRB) with respect
to the baseboard, and thus the chassis as well.  A memory riser board that fits within the standard PCI expansion
card envelope conforms to the volumetric requirement discussed in Section 5.4, “Volume Constraints.”
Furthermore, a memory riser board that fits into this form factor can easily use the expansion card bracket,
termed “ISA Bracket” in the PCI Local Bus Specification.  However, the memory riser board cannot use the “ISA
Retainer” but must extend beyond the standard 12.283-inch “raw card” length.  This extended length is
necessitated by the length of the individual DIMMs.

Because of baseboard routing issues, the most logical location to place the memory riser board is in the
uppermost PCI connector location, that is, in-line or centered with the PCI location.  The baseboard designer may
want to alter the position of this connector to gain more baseboard footprint in the core area.  A custom ISA
bracket would then need to be designed to support chassis mounting.  The DIMMs and other major components
of the memory riser board will be placed on the B-side of the card—as defined by the PCI Local Bus Specification.
See Figure 16 for details.
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 Figure 16:  Memory Riser Board (MRB) Example
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6 Appendix A:  Example of an I/O Shield
Figure 17 shows an example of a chassis-independent I/O shield.  This stainless steel shield snaps into the back
panel from the inside before the baseboard is put in place.

 Figure 17:  I/O Shield Example
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7 Appendix B:  Example of a Core Subplate
The dimensions shown in Figure 18 define the maximum allowable envelope for a core subplate design.  The
holes are defined by the available chassis holes as shown in Figure 3, page 11.  In the example in Figure 18, four
of the six possible mounting holes are being used.

NOTE
The subplate should have good grounding characteristics between the baseboard and the chassis.

 Figure 18:  Core Subplate Example
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8 Appendix C:  Entry E-Bay Overview
Table 10 identifies (1) topics that apply to either the compliant SSI baseboard, chassis, or E-Bay; and (2) topics
that are purely documentary.  Several topics apply to both the baseboard and the E-Bay.

Table 10:  Entry-level Electronics-Bay Overview

Entry-level Electronics-Bay Specification Topic applies to:

Document E-Bay Baseboard

Contents X

1 Purpose X

2 Conceptual Overview X

3 Definitions / Terms / Acronyms X

4 General X

4.1 E-Bay Overview X X

5 Entry E-Bay Requirements X

5.1 Available Mounting Holes X X

5.2 Core Subplate Definition X X

5.3 Connector Placement X

5.4 Volume Constraints X X

5.5 Electronics Bay Cooling X

5.6 Volume Constraints, Optional Baseboard
Mechanical Mounting for E-Bays Using the
Pentium® III Xeon™ Processor in the SC330
Package

X X

5.7 Baseboard Electrical Interface Location
Requirements

X

5.7.1 Standard Cutout for Onboard I/O Ports X X

5.7.2 Mounting Location for Cable-mounted I/O
Connectors

X

5.7.3 Power Connections to Baseboard X

5.8 Hot-plug PCI Connectors X

5.9 Electromagnetic Interference Considerations X X

5.10 Front Panel Board Connector X

5.11 Cooling Fan Pinout X

5.12 Chassis Intrusion Switch X

5.13 IPMB Header X

5.14 ICMB Header X

5.15 Baseboard Mechanical Mounting of Memory Riser
Boards

X

6 Appendix A:  Example of an I/O Shield X X

7 Appendix B:  Example of a Core Subplate X X

8 Appendix C:  Entry E-Bay Overview X X

9 Appendix D:  Related Documents X X
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9 Appendix D:  Related Documents
• PC 98 System Design Guide

• PC 99 System Design Guide, A Reference for Designing PCs and Peripherals for the Microsoft Windows
Family of Operating Systems

• Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP) Interface Specification

• ATX Specification, Version 2.03

• WTX Workstation System Specification,  Version 1.0

• External Product Specification Power Supply,  Version 1.0

• Windows NT™ Server Design Guide, Version 2.0

• Entry SSI Power Supply Specification

• Intelligent Platform Management Bus (IPMI) Communications Protocol Specification,  Version 1.0

• PCI Specification, Version 2.2

• For detailed product information:  http://developer.intel.com/design/litcentr/index.htm


